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How can you outrun a killer you won’t see coming?How can you outrun a killer you won’t see coming?

Until yesterday, no one knew Miami had another killer on the loose. Special Agent Tess WinnettSpecial Agent Tess Winnett calls this

particularly elusive one the Taker of Lives.Taker of Lives.

The crimes: bewilderingThe crimes: bewildering

After a well-known model commits suicide, Tess refuses to accept the findings and pushes for an investigation into

the reasons behind the beautiful young woman’s decision to end her life. What she finds surpasses her wildest fears.

The evidence: disturbing The evidence: disturbing 

Each new crime scene brings more questions than answers. While secrets are revealed, even those meant to be kept

forever in the dark, Tess can draw only one conclusion: she’s not the one in charge; the Taker of LivesTaker of Lives controls the
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game, the players, even the course of the investigation. 

The race: intenseThe race: intense

With little information and even less evidence, Tess must connect the dots of a deadly scenario with a large number

of potential victims. If she fails, another beautiful, young girl will die tonight, and the blood will be on her hands.

The Taker of Lives Taker of Lives might be closer than you think. Who’s watching you sleep tonight?

The best-selling author of Las Vegas Girl is back with another suspenseful, gripping crime thriller. If you’re a fan of

David Baldacci, Melinda Leigh, and James Patterson, you will enjoy Leslie Wolfe’s engrossing police procedural that

will keep you reading until dawn. 

What Readers Say About What Readers Say About Leslie Wolfe Leslie Wolfe 
-- “Leslie Wolfe has the talent that is comparable to the likes of a Tom Clancy or a Michael Crichton, or even James

Patterson.”

-- “Can't get enough of Leslie Wolfe's books. They are non-stop excitement.” 

-- “Leslie Wolfe knows how to blend advanced technological data with powerfully written human behavior

responses and the result is a novel that few will want to put down once the story begins.”

-- "Verdict: A phenomenal novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat. I highly recommend it!" 

Readers and Critics Talking About Readers and Critics Talking About Leslie WolfeLeslie Wolfe Novels Novels

-- “Leslie Wolfe is now very much on my list of MUST READ AUTHORS and I can't wait for the next book to be

released.”

-- "Leslie Wolfe has come up with one hell of a crime thriller.” 

-- “Characters you really can bond with and want to read more about. Too real and plausible not to keep you reading

far too long after bed time!” 

-- “Wow... Leslie Wolfe is an incredible story teller. Can't wait for more of Agent Tess Winnett.”

-- “Now this was a real smoker, really kept it moving, very well written. Guess I better find out if my wife is talking to

me.” 

-- “I can't put Leslie Wolfe's books down and this one was no exception.”

-- Leslie Wolfe takes you on a gripping edge of your seat rollercoaster of suspense with FBI agent Tess Winnett.” 

-- “From the beginning to the last page her novel manages to keep reader’s attention, delivering intrigue, thrill and

suspense.”

-- “Bravo! I'm buying the next one right now.” 

-- “An impressive amount of suspense throughout.”

-- “As soon as I picked it up, I couldn’t put it down! Full of suspense and keeps you at the edge of your seat. I loved it!” 
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